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From the Curator 
We now have a dedicated team of five people who come into the RAA every Friday and I am very 
grateful for their support. In case you wonder, we are all volunteers and do not receive any payment 
for the work other than travel expenses. Each person has their own task; we are working to catalogue 
our archives of Brochures and Negatives and our library of Books. The Brochures are a huge job, 
especially as we want to scan them in, but then we can use some of the text in them to add notes to 
the website. 
Having said that we come in every Friday we are actually changing next month to a Tuesday and it 
will seem very odd for a while especially as we may have to dress up (Friday is a dress down day at 
BAE Systems)! 
The RAA has had contacts from a man in Australia researching the YF-16, a team in Wisconsin, 
U.S.A. restoring the last Fairey Gannet, XT752, and from the Museum restoring a Lancaster, FM104, in 
Canada. In each case we have been able to provide advice, data and even some parts. Of course it is 
always interesting when someone finds a bit of company history and we are currently researching 
the AGE Director shown below. 
 
Recently we have refurbished one of the Company display cabinets with a theme on the VC-10, and 
although we do have quite a lot of items, it really cannot stay in service much longer and then 
hopefully we shall inherit some of the objects still held at Rochester for support of this wonderful 
aircraft.  
 

Chris Bartlett  

 
 

No.7 Q3 2011 

Links to the restoration activity 

 

 

  

 

The Lancaster FM104 Restoration Project 

The airframe  is located in the Canadian Air & Space Museum in Toronto. Avro Lancaster Mk X FM 

104 was built by the crown corporation Victory Aircraft Limited at Malton, Ontario (now part of 

Toronto) in 1944.  In January of 1945 it was sent over to England but was kept as a reserve and was 

never active with any squadron before May when the war in Europe ended. After restoration, the plan 

was to put the Lancaster on permanent loan to the museum for indoor display. Sadly the Museum is 

due to be shut very soon and the future is bleak. 

 

http://avrolancasterfm104.com/ 

Fairey Gannet XT752 known as ‘Janet’ 
She was built as the first dual control T2 Gannet “Prototype” in the world and first flew August 16th 1954. “Janet” was  

initially selected by the “A&AEE” at Boscombe Down but, later went back into full military service until 1957. Fairey’s  

decided to recall “Janet” to totally rebuild her and use her once again as their prototype T5 dual control Gannet with new 

 systems and more powerful Mamba engines. "Janet" then went back again for more active service  

with the military.  

 In 1960 Fairey's again recalled WN365 and she was sold to Indonesia. However the aircraft  

never left the UK and finally came to end its days with the Royal Navy Heritage Trust. The 

 trust eventually sold the aircraft and it went to Minnesota and after many more adventures 

 is now being restored to full flying capability. 

 

 

 

http://faireygannetxt752.com 

 

http://faireygannetxt752.com/ 

 

mailto:info@rochesteravionicarchives.co.uk
http://www.rochesteravionicarchives.co.uk/
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From the Newspapers and Brochures 

 

Thanks to 
Kevin Earl 

we now know 

that it is 

indeed Keith 
Mitchell and 

he believes 

the lady is 

Imelda Eagan 

and she later 

married Brian 

Wortley.  
 

 

 

An advertisement from 1962 concurrent with Farnborough 

 

 
From GEC Avionics News August 1989 

EFA News March 1967 
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This an AGE Dummy Director made by 

Elliotts in 1950. The item belongs to a 

collector so we are trying to help establish the 

function of this item for him 

Dial Sight No 9 Mk1 (RAA Cat. No. ODGS0025) 
The Collection has a number of Anti-Aircraft Gun Sights but we do not know why, or how, the 

Company acquired them. One of them is described here. Indirect fire requires a sighting system 

to aim the gun at a target that is invisible from it.  Indirect fire was created by the invention of 
sights that did not have to be layed (pointed) directly at the target.  These sights accurately point 

the gun in the direction (line) of its target and with the correct angle of elevation for the shell to 

reach the target. 

The need to set the elevation to achieve the required range had been known from the early days 
of cannons and simple mechanisms were developed to enable it.  However, pointing the guns so 

that they could easily attack unseen targets was a more difficult problem. Originally open sights 

were used with an open rear and foresight mounted on a bar that rotated against an angular scale. 

 By the early 20th Century the open sight device was replaced by an optical device, called a 'dial 
sight' by the British.   

The angle ordered was set on the dial sight's main scale and the gun was traversed until the sight 

was aimed at the director (or aiming point), this meant that the gun was layed (pointing)  along 

its zero line.   Using the sight's main scale, and without moving the gun, it then recorded the 
angles to at least two gun aiming points (GAP).  One was selected for current shooting, the dial 

sight layed on it and the slipping scale (sometimes called the 'shooting scale') was adjusted until 

it read Zero and then clamped to lock it to the main scale.  Firing data, switches from the zero 

line, were applied using the slipping scale. 
In 1943 a new sight, No 9, was introduced and lasted with modification into the 1990s.  Dial 

Sights had a periscopic configuration with a rotating head, when the scale was set to zero the 

sight head was aligned with the axis of the barrel. The Number 9 Dial sight was used on many 

field guns, including the 25Pdr, 4.5" gun and 5.5" gun. 
The dial sight was mounted in a dial sight carrier that was fixed to the saddle on the left hand 

side of the gun.  Obviously it was important to ensure that the sights were accurately aligned 

with the bore of the barrel.    

This is probably a WWII version and is missing the rubber cap around the eyepiece and the 
storage case. At present the manufacturer R & JB is not known.  
 
 

 

The Dial Sight 

 

One of our latest acquisitions 

This is a Roll Rate Gyro used on the Jaguar aircraft. The Unit was 

recently donated to the RAA having previously served as a Book end! 

 

Negative Archive 

The Towers under construction in 1960 The Phase III Building under construction around 1980 

  

From the Collection 
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Some people who made the News 

 

Odds and ends 

 

 
MEA News 1978. See next 

issue! 

 

Mrs S. Haskett presents the Haskett Trophy to Mr E.Oetzmann 

in 1981 

c.1983 


